
 

 

 

 

 

Addendum No.2 
Issued: April 11, 2018  
RFP Name: District Custodial and Operational Supplies 

RFP# 2018-PUR-019 

The below Laminating quantity has been updated and listed below is the revised amounts:  

K-001 25"x500' Roll, 2 1/4" Core, 1 1/2mil  ROLL 0 
K-002 25"x500' Roll, 1" Core, 1 1/2mil  ROLL 538 
K-003 27"x500' Roll, 1" Core, 1 1/2mil  ROLL 156 
K-004 18"x500' Roll, 2 1/4" Core, 1 1/2mil  ROLL 0 
K-005 18"x500' Roll, 1" Core, 1 1/2mil  ROLL 0 
K-006 25"x500' Roll, 1" Core, 3mil  ROLL 10 
K-007 27"x500' Roll, 1" Core, 3mil  ROLL 6 

K-008 Cold Laminate, 24"x300' Roll Dual Sided DTP Compatible, 
5Mil Roll 6 

 

Revised Item Product Number and U/M: 

Item 
# 

Item Description U/M BRAND PROD # Corrected Prod# & 
U/M 

B-025 Green Select Bathroom Cleaner Case Hillyard HIL0082922 HIL0070822 
B-026 Non-Acid Restroom Cleaner 

Neutral Disinfect/CleanerC3 (6 - 
1/2 gal/case) 

Case Hillyard HIL0081922 HIL0070322 

B-027 Nutra-Rinse Case Hillyard HIL0071622 HIL0071522 
B-028 Re-juv-nal Neutral- C3 (6-1/2 

gal/case) 
Case Hillyard HIL0081625 HIL0070522 

B-031 Window and Surface Cleaner C3 
(6 - 1/2 gal/case) 

Case Hillyard HIL0080222 HIL0071222 



 

B-046 Contender Finish (Gym) 1 Gal 
Bottle 

Each Hillyard HIL0027406 ICON FINISH (GYM) 
1 GAL BOTTLE  

B-
046A 

Contender Finish (Gym) 5 Gal Pail Each Hillyard HIL0027407 ICON FINISH (GYM) 
1 GAL BOTTLE 

B-061 Power Strip 5 GAL HILLYARD HIL0015107 HIL0015007 
D-
016A 

MULTI-SURFACE CLEANING 
MACHINE XP 

EACH   HIL HIL99238 

 

1.  So many of the items on this bid are private label products only available to one vendor (mostly 
Hillyard, from my quick overview). Substitutions are not allowed for the items. Why would those items 
be put on a bid? 
 

While Hillyard is a manufacturer and distributor, they are not a closed brand. There are other distributors 
that carry their products and will be able to bid on these items. 

 
2. Can we get the tabulations/results from the current award for these items? 

 
Yes, http://sites.isdschools.org/purchasing/useruploads/bids-and-
rfps/Custodial%20&%20Ops%20Supply%20-%20Bids%20from%20Vendors.pdf 

 
3.  On the equipment listed, i.e. vacuums, etc. do you really need a sample? Can we supply literature for 

you to review? 
 

Providing the literature is fine as long as it is adequate to verify that it is equivalent.  

 
4.  Is there one delivery location or multiple locations? 

 
Yes, there will be multiple district locations, but one delivery location per district. 
 
5. The Personal Protection Equipment (Gloves) section only.  Can you advise on the following?  

This section does not speak of substitutions…. Do we have to supply samples with the bid? 
 

Yes. 

 
6. Since this is being shipped to a warehouse, can we assume that the warehouse will fulfill to the rest of 

the schools? 
 

The Warehouse is where the Vendor Fair will be located, but the each district will have one ship to location. 

http://sites.isdschools.org/purchasing/useruploads/bids-and-
http://sites.isdschools.org/purchasing/useruploads/bids-and-


 

 
7. Are you still expecting a sample where it says YES to 

“sample required? 
 

The district requesting the item wanted to ensure the listed item 
was the correct product, in the correct size etc.  

 
8. For the vendor fair, I just wanted to make sure I planned 

accordingly. Will the vendors be able to set up a booth to display our products? Also, 
how long do you anticipate the vendor fair lasting 
 
No, we will not have room for vendors to have an individual table.  The tables will be 
grouped by product samples.   We are not sure, since it depends on how many samples 
are provided.  

 
9. Can you provide us with the award pricing and winning vendors for each of the liners listed in the bid? 

 
See number 2 for Answer, 
 

10. Is this bid going to be awarded by line item or by group? 
 
By line Item. 
 

11. Regarding your request for samples on the liners, it's difficult to send samples if we do not know what 
thickness you are requesting. For example, what thickness are you currently using for Item No. I-016: 
the 43x47 liner? 
 
For example 43x47, Includes package weight is 12.8.  The additional liners will be based on weight, 
please see answer on question number 14. 
 

12. Since not all the liners list all information, can you provide us with the color and thickness currently 
being purchased for each liner? 
 
White or Clear whichever is the better price.  We are going to list weight in question number 14. 
 

13. Can you postpone the submission date for samples until we are given all the information? 
 
No, we have the Vendor Fair on Monday for all samples. 
 

14. Can you provide us with the case weight (lbs. per case) currently being purchased for each of the 
liners? 
 

item # item description U/M BRAND PROD # 
I-001 Liners 43"x48" more than 1mil. 100/case, 17 lb case weight  Case Berry LRV4348150K 
I-002 Liners, 40"x48" more than 1 mil 100/case; 13.14 Case weight  Case Berry LRV4048125K 
I-003 Liners, RM #5011-88, 48"x39.5";    27 lb case weight Case Rubbermaid 501188 

I-004 Liners, 24"x24" hi density 8 mic.  1000/case; 12.95lb case weight Case UNITED CSR24240 

I-005 Liners, 24"x33" hi density 8 mic. 1000/case; 18 lb case weight Case PITT mr24330N 



 

I-006 Liners, 30"x 37" hi density 16 mic. 500/case; 12.01 lb case weight Case UN CSR303716 

I-007 Liners, 33"x40" hi density 16 mic.  250/case; 15.254 lb case weight Case PITT mr33403 

I-008 Liners, 40"x48" hi density 16 mic. 250/ case; 20.7 lb case weight Case PITT MR40483N 

I-009 Liners, 41"x51" hi density 16 mic. 200/case; 19.12 case weight  Case PITT MR415549 

I-010 Liners, 43"x48" hi density 16 mic.  200/case; 17.86 case weight Case PITT mr43483mc 

I-011 Liners, 24"x23" low density - 1000/case; 13.81 case weight Case PITT B72410XK 

I-012 Liners, 24"x33" Low density - 1000/case; 19.02  lb case weight  Case Berry LL24333K 
I-013 Liners, 30"x36" low density - 250/case; 13.16 lb case weight Case BERRY LL30377K 

I-014 Liners, 33"x39" low density - 250/case; 19.0 lb case weight Case PITT B74020XK 

I-015 Liners, 40'x46" low density  - 100/case; 12.8 lb case weight Case PITT B74830XK 

I-016 Liners, 43"x47" low density - 100/ Case; 13.81 lb case weight Case BERRY LR4348100 

 
15. Regarding the delivery information listed in the bid for Delivery: 2.2: that the majority of products will be 

ordered up front for one time delivery: can you provide us with the following information:  How many 
delivery locations are there? 
 
20 Districts are Board Members the list is in Appendix B of the RFP, but other districts can order off the 
bid. 

 
16. Based on previous ordering history, do the schools also place orders for the liners throughout the year 

also? If they do, can you tell us about how often orders are placed and what would be an approximate 
case order? 
 
Most districts place their orders for liners once a year. 

 


